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The formation of the bump and black-body cutoff in the

/cosmic-ray (CR) spectrum arising from the •Jf-meson photopro-

duction reaction in collisions of ШШ- CR protone with the micro-

wave background radiation (MBR) photons is studied. A kinetic

equation which describes CR proton propagation in MBR\jfrfth

i account of a catastrophic nature of the Jf -meson photoproduc-

/ tion process is derived. The equilibrium CR proton spectrum ob-

\ tained from the solution of the stationary kinetic equation is

\ in general agreement with spectrum obtained under assumption

| of continuous energy loss approximation. However spectra from

I local sources, especially for the times of propagation
q

t > W
J
 years differ noticeably from those obtained in the

t continuous loss approximation. Bo-th bho oquilitoyium «id the

lonni nourcr nnrrtrra am modi find when tnking tnto f>naoimt thr

possible deviation of the MBR spectrum from the Planckian one

in the Wien region. Thus, for tjne recently measured MBR spect-

rum which reveals an essenttoflL "excess" in the submillimeter

region the black-body cutq/T ahd the preceding bump shift no-

ticeably towards lower energies. In particular, for the CR pro-
Q

psgation time t > 10^ years the energy of black-body cutoff

does not exceed E ~ 4-1o
1
^ eV.
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ВЗАИМОДЕЙСТВИЕ КХМИЧЕСКИХ ЛУЧЕЙ СВЕРХВЫСОКИХ

ЭНЕРШЙ С РЕЛИКТОВЫМ МИКРОВОЛНОВЫЙ ИЗЛУЧЕНИЕМ

Рассмотрен процесс формирования "горба11 и "чернотельного ~\
обрезания" в спектре космических лучей (КЛ), возникающих в ре-
зультате реакции фоторождения 7Г - мезонов при столкновениях
протонов с фотонами реликтового излучения ( Ш ) . Получено кине-
тическое уравнение, описывающее распространение КЛ в РИ, с уче
том катастрофического характера процесса фоторождения. Равно-
весный спектр протонов КЛ, полученный в результате решения ста-
ционарного кинетического уравнения, согласуется (в первом при-
ближении) с решением стационарного кинетического уравнения,вы-
веденного в приближении непрерывных потерь энергии. Однако ,
спектры от локальных источников, особенно для времен распре -
странения I > 1<У лет, заметно отличаются от спектров, полу -
чаемых при решении уравнения в приближении непрерывных потерь» J
Как равновоонииУ'так н сяоктв-og локалышх источников сущоот—
венно видоизменяются при учета возможного отклонения спектра РИ
эт планковского в вивдвской области. Tagu~ для обнаруженного не-
давно при аппроксииаоди^Гз^шка излучения в спектре РИ в суб-
миллиметровом диапазоне энергий--Учерн отель но го обрезания" и
предшествующий ей Чгбрб" сдвигаютсявмцЗласть меньших энергий.
В частности, для времени распространения КЛ t > ICr лет энер-
гия "чернотельного обрезания" не превосходит £ "=• V I 0 1 * эВ,
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1. Introduction

The ultrahigh-energy cosmic-ray (CR) interaction in the

intergalactlc apace with the microwave background radiation

(MBR) gives rise to a CR spectrum black-body cutoff predicted

логе than 20 years ago by Greisen С1] and by Zatsepin and

Xuzmin [ 2 1 . Unfortunately, the available set of experimental

data doss not allow us to draw an unambiguous conclusion con-

cerning the presence or absence of such spectral peculiarity

(see, e.g. [3] ). At the same time, in the energy range

Б > 10
 7
 eV the Fly's Буе has detected some excess (bump) in

the spectrum [4] * which agrees with the evidence obtained by

Haverah Park [5] , Volcano Ranch 16] and Akeno 171 groups to

a tendency of spectrum flattening in this energy region. With

a lesser confidence this peculiarity is also revealed in the

data of Yakutsk [8] and Sydney [93 EAS arrays.

Hill and Schraron [10] , examining the ultrahigh-energy

proton transfer in the MBR field, arrived at a rather important

Conclusion that due to the pion photoproduction process ther»



is formed besides the black-body cutoff also a bump (preceding

the cutoff). The latter spectral peculiarity is apparently due

to a sharp (exponential) energy dependence of proton free path

(owing to the threshold nature of ^P—*$TN process, protons

with energy E < 10* eV interact only with the Wien "tail" of

PC)

the MBR spectrum). Protons with energy E ^ (0.5 4. 1)10 eV

(depending on the time of propagation in intergalactic medium)

effectively interact with the MBR, lose their energy and

accumulate in the energy region E ~ (1 f 5)-Ю ° eV where the

probability of interaction with the MBR sharply falls off.

Hill and Schramm [10] believe that the bump is connected with

recoil protons and may be revealed only when the exact trans-

port equation is used. However, the mentioned effect is such

strong that displays qualitatively in different approximations,

'herefore, the remark of authors of Ref.[1i] that the bump in

the OR spectrum occurs in the continuous energy loss approxi-

mation too, is true, and the absence of proper concern to this

spectral feature in the early works is accounted for by the

fact that as a rule the integral spectra, where the bump dis-

plays in the form of a flat "step" [12] , were considered '.

At the some time the calculations of Hill and Schramm [10]

(based on numerical solution of the transport equation with

the collisional integral for photomeson processes) are ir.

disagreement with calculations of Berezinsky and Grigor'eva

(carried out within continuous energy loss approximation) f n ] .

' It should be noted, however, that the differential spectrum

was considered in the early paper of Konstantinov et al.[133 •



The discrepancy cannot be due only to the account of the effect

of possible cosmological evolution of MBR by Berezinsky and

Grigor'eva Ci 1 Л (as it is suggested in Ref«. U111 ), since the

essential discrepancy is also maintained at small propagation

times (see also Ref. [14] ), when the evolutionary effects are

negligible. Taking into account the exceptional importance of

this question from the viewpoint of solution of the problem of

ultrahigh-energy CR origin, it seems to us urgent to carry out

a detailed analysis in order to reveal the correct approach to

UHE proton propagation in the MBR field. In our analysis of

the CR transport kinetics we shall restrict ourselves to the

approximation in which the cosmological evolution effects

connected with both MBR and CR sources are neglected. Such an

approximation is convenient to separate the influence of the

mentioned effects on the resultant proton spectrum and is used

to investigate peculiarities of the kinetics of CR transfer in

the MBR field in a "pure form". Furthermore, evidently, up to

the values of propagation time t .$' 1CK years ( z < 0.1) the

evolutionary effects cannot play an essential part in CR spect-

rum formation. For the same times one may also neglect the

proton energy losses for e
+
e" pair production. The proton cha-

racteristic "lifetime" with respect to the cited process even

at energies E ~ (1 т 10) «10 ° eV, where it achieves a maximum,

turns out to be too large - t
+
 -E/Qt/di) ̂  5*10^ years 1.151.

Therefore, this process affects weakly the dynamics of CR

spectrum formation during the time of their propagation in the

MBR field t < 10
9
 years.

A much more essential "art in +ЬА CR spectrum formation,



at least for t^.10
y
 years, can Ъе played by possible deviation

of the MBR spectrum from the Planckian one in the Wien "tail"

20
region where the interaction of protons of E ̂  10 eV with

the MBR photons just occurs. Hitherto the CR spectra formed in

the intergalactic medium were calculated on the assumption that

the MBR is described exactly by the Planckian distribution.

Actually, the observed data that are in good agreement with the

Planckian distribution attribute to wavelength region \>1 mm.

The possible deviation of the MBR spectrum is not excluded,

moreover, it is predicted within the Big Bang model (see, e.g.

£16,17] ). In particular, it can be caused by inverse Compton

scattering (comptonization) of MBR photons by hot electrons

L18] . Because of methodical difficulties the MBR spectral

measurements in this range have become feasible only recently.

The rocket measurement carried out by the Japan-American group

have shown a noticeable excess of radiation in th£ MBR spect-

rum at \ < 1 mm as compared to the Planckian distribution

C.19] . This radiation excess in the Wien region turns out to

be sufficient to considerably shift down along the energy scale

the expected spectral peculiarities - the bump and black-body

cutoff produced due to interaction of CR with MBR.

2. Equilibrium CR Spectrum in the Universe

Considering the diffuse proton spectrum within the univer-

sal CR hypothesis we shall neglect the effects connected with

cosmological evolution of both MBR and CR sources. The equilib-



assumption of continuous energy loss approximation is defined

from the equation:

V

Here %{S) rGtlE/&o) i g ЪЪе CR production spectrum

given, ая a rule, in a power-law form; otE/ctA is the rate

of CR energy losses due to their interaction with MBR.

Solution of Eq.(1) has a form:

(2)

The rate of energy losses of protons interacting with

black-body radiation at a temperature '£ are determined as

follows [11] :

where WTr is photon energy in the proton rest frame,

is total cross section of proton interaction, ̂ C^f) is a

portion of energy lost by a proton per one collision, ^c is

the threshold energy of reaction in the proton rest frame.

For the proton energy loss rate due to photomeson process

Berezinsky and Grigor'eva [11] suggest a convenient analytical

expression:

where Г 5 ЕЛ^рС is the proton Lorentz factor,



* 145 Mev, <s' * 6.8-1O"36 cm2/ev. Thie

expression is obtained for Planckian MBR distribution in the

approximation when the cross section and the energy portion

lost by the proton in one interaction act are determined by

their values at threshold energy u/r ~ £ o :

Phis approximation, according to Ref.[Hl , is valid in the

merfry range E -6 3*10 eV to the accuracy )f 2OJ6.

The CR with energy less than some critical energy E c r

practically do not interact with MBR in case when the consider*^

CR region is large enough (for the optical thickness of medium

with respect to photomeson process at energies of interest

( E » E c r ) to be t p « 1 ) but not infinite. At energies

E > Е
л
„ the CR spectrum formed in this region sharply steepensor

and behaves in accordance with E<j,{2), 7he value of L' deyendy

mainly on the 3ize of CR confinement region (in fact on the

propagation time of CR). Insofar as the value of critical

energy is not amenrble to exact definition, the spectrum cutoff

energy is convenient to specify by a parameter £ да at which

the differential flux of protons is reduced twice as compared

to the spectrum extended with the same power-law index from the

low-energy to high-energy range:



In Eq.(6) the quantity c/H 0 corresponds to the Hubble

size of the Universe.

Solving Eq.(6) with respect to £ for H c a 1 0° km/s/llpc

and Ц
1
 в з we obtain Во* л» 5-1 о * eV. t should be noted that

in order to calculate exactly the "black-body cutoff" energy

we must know the CR lifetime t . For this time we used in

Eq.(6> the value of the Hubble time J/H
o
 ^ Ю

1 0
 years which

actually should be considered as the upper limit for t .

However* since Ei/j^tn'fc , the value Е„ ~ 5*10 eV charac-

terizes sufficiently correctly the place of the "black-body

cutoff
11
.

The above-eited continuous energy loss approximation was

used by many authors in the analysis of equilibrium proton

spectrum in the intergalactic space. To prove this approxima-

tion, consider the solution of a more general kinetic equatior

for equilibrium spectrum which takes into account fluctuations

of energy losses of protons in interaction with MBR.

The kinetic equation which describes the equilibrium proton

spectrum with account of fluctuations in py -interactions has

a form:

(7)

The first term in this equation describes the proton gene-

ratlon(source)function. The second term describee the escape of

protons from the energy interval ( E, t+dlE )• and the third

term describes the proton arrival to the mentioned energy range

owing to the photopion processes.



Let the protons generate with a power-law differential

spectrum:

Assuming that the production of the resultant from reaction

><5VN particles (nucleon and pion) in the c.m.s. occurs

leotropically (this assumption is quite correct near the reac-

tion threshold), we have

There

(10a)

?0

In the energy range E < 3 1 0 eV t h e main c o n t r i b u t i o n

to the integral of variable w»y is mede by the region й

the reaction threshold. Therefore, the integral term in Eq
o
(T)

approximately can be presented as

00

:Ь?Р\



This approximation allows us to present the kinetic equa-

tion solution in an analytical form using the Mellin integral

transformation [20l t

8-i

° * (13)

Obviously, function X(.le) has a meaning of proton free

path relative to the pion photoproduction process.

Noticing that X i 2 £ T 7 T T -j[|- (ot. Eqs.(3) and (12))

and A 0 0 - ^(fo)CX-i) (since $(£a) & 0.15 « 1), we are

convinced that the solution of kinetic equation in the conti-

nuous loss approximation (2) coincides with the solution of

transport kinetic equation (11). It should be emphasized that

the given result is obtained assuming that in the energy region
Of)

of interest, E < 10 eV, the main contribution is made by

collisions near the photoproduction threshold in the nucleon

rest frame. This question needs a more detailed analysis. Here

we shall just restrict ourselves to the remark that according

to Ret. С "Ml a similar approximation provides in the energy

range Б £ 3*10 eV the accuracy of energy losses 4 20% (for-

mula (4) is obtained precisely in this approximation).

Consider now the interaction of protons with MBR with

respect to a possible deviation of MBR spectrum from the

Planckian distribution predicted in the framework of some mo-

11



dele (see, e.g. С16»17] ). In particular, Zeldovich and Su-

nyaev [18] predicted an essential distortion of MBR spectrum

in the submillimeter range due to comptonization of radiation

on hot electrons, if a late energy release (at z < 10
4
) has

occurred. The comptonized MBR spectrum is described by the

expression £18] :

where X^tif/кТ , И(Х?О) is the Planckian radiation spect-

rum, and

is the so-called comptonization parameter g , i.e. the pro-

duct of the dimensionless electron temperature кТе/ю^с*

and mean number of scatterings per photon.

For a long time the question about the extent of distortion

of MBR spectrum remained open due to the lack of experimental

data in the submillimeter range. It follows from the analysis

carried out by Field and Perrenod [ f1 ] that the observations

do not contradict the values of comptonization parameter

^ £.0.05. Even for such small values of the comptonization

parameter the deviation from the Planckian distribution

( ^« 0) in the Wien region becomes significant, and therefore

one should expect a noticeable influence of this effect on*the

proton spectrum shape, in particular on the value of the cutoff

energy E4/4 . The corresponding calculations presented in

Appendix 1 support tM* assumption.



Recently, very important measurement a concerning the MBR

spectrum have been carried out in the eubmillimeter range

which point out a significant radiation excess (as compared to

the Planckian spectrum) at X «0.709 mm and X «0.481 mm C19] •

These data together with ones obtained earlier in the wave-

length range A > 1 mm may be approximated by the comptonized

black-body radiation spectrum with the parameter $ c: 0.02

and temperature T 0: 2.7 К [19,22] . Calculations show that

for % «0.02 the cutoff energy E ^ for the equilibrium proton

spectrum turns out to be considerably less (Bw* ^ 4*10 eV)

than was assumed before for "pure" Planckian spectrum of MBR

14
(E w, A- 5*10

 7
 eV). Account of evolutionary effects can only

reduce this value of cutoff energy. Therefore, with account of

this effect it is impossible to explain experimental data in

the framework of the universal one-component CR model which

assumes uniform distribution of non-evolving CR sources in the

Universe.
19

The UHE CR spectrum at E < 4*10 eV is studied by several

groups, and the data of all large Installations, being in

agreement with each other within the error limits, do not point

out the tendency of spectrum steepening at such energies (the

data of the Fly's Eye and Yakutsk installations, though testi-

fied to a possible steepening of the spectrum but only at

energies above 5*10
1
^ eV £3) ). Actually, in the energy range

1 r 5 10 eV an opposite tendency, namely a noticeable flatten-

ing of the spectrum is observed. Therefore, within universal

one-component model of CR protons it is impossible to explain

the measured UHE CR flux above E ~ 4.10 ° eV.



3. CR Spectrum from Local Sources

If the CR sources are located not far from our Galaxy,

then the black-body cutoff is shifted towards the region of

higher energies (or may be absent at all) owing to the small-

ness of CR propagation time. A real candidate for such a group

of CR sources is the Local Supercluster (LS), most likely the

active galaxies in it (see, e.g. Q23] ).

Insofar as the main supplier of CR in this case is a small

number of objects that are at distances about 10 f 20 Mpc,

then the study of CR spectra from local sources becomes ne*

cessary.

The differential CR proton spectra from local sources were

calculated by Hill and Schramm £.10] based on the solution of

the kinetic equation which took into account the cat&3trophic

character of photomeson interactions, and also by Berezinsky

and Grigor'e/a [11] in the continuous епещу loss approxima-

tion. Below,it will be shows that the latter approximation to

describe the local source spect2*um is not correct
s
 especially

for the propagation times t > t" (E), where 't^XlEVc ;

X^E") is the proton free path in the I£3R field with respect

to ST"-meson photoproduction (see Eq.(9))«

The kinetic equation for protons traversing the MBR field,

under assumption that all particles propagate in the same way

irrespective of, energy (i.e. the diffusion coefficient is

energy-independent), has a form:



= 5;

X and A are determined by Eqs.(9) and (10).

For simplicity we shall ignore the evolutionary effects of

both MBR and CR sources and assume the power-law shape (8) foi

the injection.spectrum.

Eq.(i6) considerably simplifies for the energy region

• 2 0
E > 3«10 eV, where the interaction total cross section is

nearly constant ( Ca ^ 10 cm ), and the fraction of proton

energy lost per one interaction varies in the interval С 0, il

with the average value -̂  ~ 0.5. Then we have

where 1

and Ijj is the field photon density with the average energy

For Eq.(17) we can obtain an analytical solution using the

Mellin integral transformation over energy variable (see, e.g.

[20^ ). Thus, for the proton source function Sc£-E^) one

obtains

-Loo



where

For the proton power-law source function (8) we obtain a

solution:

where

Consider now this problem in the continuous energy 1сзз

approximation. In case of the proton power-law source function

the equation solution in this approximation can be presented

as (see, e.g. С111 ):

where ££-=.£q/£ , ЫЕУ-4-тт~ » ч *
s
 *^

e
 P

r
°ton energy

at a time t = 0 (when escaping from the source) if at a time

t a X it equals E.

Assuming that the photoproduction cross section at

E > 3'10 eV approximately is Go ~ 10 cm and the energy

fraction lost by a proton per collision j ~ 0.5» we have

?CE) = 5/
/
t
c;
 (22)

Then

(23)



чпй respectively

Fie, t) = ЯДЕ) exp!̂ - U-i)U/t
c
. ̂.

 (24)

Comparing Eq3. (20) and (24) we are convinced that the con

tinuous energy loss approximation describes correctly the pro-

ton spectrum under the condition:

'-c

Thus, in the energy region E > 3 10 eV the solution in

the continuous energy loss approximation agrees with the solu-

tion of the kinetic equation which takes into account the cata-

strophic nature of interaction, only at the value of the dif-

ferential spectrum index У- 2. At other values of the pro-

duction spectrum index the difference between the solutions of

(20) and (24) becomes essential, especially for the times

t > .ъ 1/£
с
 С 11^.^2.10

7
 years.

At the same time for the equilibrium differential proton

spectrum formally obtained (on the assumption that the Metaga-

laxy is populated uniformly by CR sources) in integration of

Eqs. (20) and (24) over t from zero to infinity the difference

_(uit) tc/iiilv»
 r

lCcrt)
 7 *iE)

between the two approximations (г ~ —jfTJ о and Ь -~ _л—__ )

is considerably less: г /p ^ 0 * . This is accounted for

by the fact that the main contribution to the equilibrium

spectrum which represents a superposition of spectra of uniform-

ly distributed local sources comes from sources located at re-

latively close distances corresponding to the propagation time



This simple example points out that though the continuous

energy loss approximation describes the equilibrium CR spect-

rum relatively correctly, this approximation when considering

spectra from local sources may lead to essential errors. Pre-

sumably this is the main reason of the discrepancy between the

results obtained in Refs СюЗ and till .

20

Vhe energy range E > 3*10 eV where it is possible to ob-

tain simple analytical expressions are most likely of general
20

interest. In the energy range less than 3*10 eV the solution

of Eq.(12) can be obtained by iterations (see Appendix 2).

Fig. 1 shows differential CR spectra (normalized to ir~tial

production spectrum ^~F(E)/£}(E} ) from a single soure-

for the various CR propagation times both in the continuous

energy loss approximation and with account of the catastrophic

nature of the photomeson processes. One can see frrir Fig.1
•7

that whereas 'for times t = 2 10' ye<«rs the difference betwoen

the two solutions is insignificant -nt least ir. the «s?r;
20

; range E < 2-1С eV), for large iiuses this difference turns

I out to be essential. Here it should be noted that both s?lu-

,: tions reveal the presence of the tump preceding the black-rodу

I cutoff. However the bump in the solution of the exact kinetic

I equation is smoother and wider than in the continuous energy

I.

V- loss approximation, which is naturally due to the account of

| the P~tf « interaction fluctuation in the exact kinetic*

щ
:
. equation.

| Fig. 2 presents the proton spectra from the local source

| at distances 36 Mpc ( t ^ 1.1 • 10
8
 years) and 288 Mpc



о

( t ~ 9.2 • 10 years), obtained, as in Pig.1, in two approxi-

mations. Ibidem we present spectra obtained by Hill and

Schramra Й о 1 by numerical integration of the exact kinetic

equation which takes into account the catastrophic nature of

the P% -interaction (the values R = 36 Ырс and 288 Mpc are

chosen namely for the comparison with the numerical calcula-

tions of L10l ). We carried out calculations for the produc-

tion spectrum index tf = 3. The comparison of curves in Pig.2

points out that besides the discrepancy in spectra obtained

in the continuous energy loss approximation and by solving

exact transport kinetic equation (see also Fig.,1), there also

takes place a noticeable discrepancy between our results and

results of Hill and Schramm L10l obtained practically under

the same assumptions about the nature of the photomeson pro-

cess. It is difficult to clarify the cause of this discrepancy,

since calculations in Ref.L1o"\ were carried out numerically.

Nevertheless, we'd like to emphasize one feature in spectra

obtained in С10l which is difficult to understand from the

viewpoint of simple physical considerations. As can be seen

from Pig.2, the energy of black-body cutoff of Hill and Schramm

spectrum С10] obtained for the proton propagation path of
1936 Mpc is approximately 6 • 10
 7
 eV. Meanwhile the proton free

path in the MBR field for this energy is about 200 Mpc [11,24]•

It is evident that even without account of particle arrival

from the region of higher energies (which is just the cause

of bump formation) the deviation of the spectrum from the

initial production spectrum at this energy cannot exceed 20J6



As in the case of the equilibrium proton spectrum,the de-

viation of the MBR distribution from the Planckian one in the

Wien region effects significantly the proton spectrum from the

local source. This can be seen from Fig.3 where proton spectre

from the local source for various values of the comptonizatior

parameter $ are shown. At the given CR propagation time

the bump and hence the cutoff energy E^, (determined from the

condition 'Ч. = 0.5 ) shift towards the lower energy region.

For example, if for the Planckian spectrum of MBR ( ̂  = 0) am
1

q 19

t s 10
7
 years the bump maximum corresponds to Б, Cz. 4.5*10 eV,

and the cutoff energy is Е
1 / г

 ^6.2 10
1
^ eV. then for the

comptonized MBR spectrum with ^ = 0.02 the correspond!?^

energies are considerably less: E^ - 3.10
 J
 eV and

E
V i
 - 4.2- 10

1 9
 eV,

As was mentioned above, the recent rocket measurements of

I.'BR spectrum in the aubmillimeter range £19] have revealed a

significant deviation of the MBR spectrum from Planckian dis-

tribution. In сазе of approximation of these data by the com-

ptonized radiation spectrum a good agreement is achieved for

the value of comptonization parameter ^ a 0.02 £19»22} <.

Pig. 4 shows proton spectra from the local source for 2 values

of CR propagation time (3-10 years and 103 years), formed in

the MBR field in the case of the "pure" Planckian and compto-

nized Planckian (with ^ » 0.02) MBR spectra. We arrive at an

interesting conclusion when comparing these spectra to experi-

mental data on UHE CR fluxes. Notwithstanding the existing

uncertainty and ambiguity of these data, we can claim that the
m,tnff. if any. occurs no sooner than at



Ел/ 5-Ю ° eV (see, e.g. C3] ). As can be seen from Pig.4,

in case of "pure" Planckian MBR distribution at the value of
q

CR propagation time t «10^ years the expected black-body

cutoff "Sijjx *
u r n e ou

* *°- *
e
 higher than 5-Ю eV and does

not contradict at least the Fly's Eye data C4] . Meanwhile the

account of the deviation of the MBR spectrum from the Planckian

one results in a noticeable shift of proton spectrum towards

a lower energy region; in particular, for ^ « 0.02 and cosmic
Q

ray propagation time t /** 10
л
 years the energy of Ыаск-body

• ' 14

cutoff does not exceed *• 4*10 eV. This contradicts the data

of all the installations including the Fly's Eye and Yakutsk

array. Curves in Fig.4 are obtained for the value of the index

of the proton power-law production spectrum #* • 2.5. However

this statement is valid for other values of & as well.

Fig.5 presents proton spectra from the local source for the
Q

CR propagation time t a 3-10 years and for three values of

the proton production spectrum index: $ » 2.3; 2.5; 3. The

figure shows that whereas the cutoff energy depends weakly on

the value of ^ , the less is # the more pronounced is the

bump. This can be explained by the fact that the amount of

high-energy particles interacting with MBR and producing a

bump is considerably greater in the flat spectrum than in the

steep spectrum of production. Note also that the deviation of

MBR. spectrum from the Planckian one practically does not dis-

tort the proton spectrum but shifts it towards the lower energy

region.

Finally, we'd like to note that due to the poor information
on the MBR spectrum in the submillimeter region we have to так*



some assumption about spectral shape of MBR at ^ < 1 mm.

For certainty here we suggest the comptonization spectrum ot

black-body radiation (Eq.(14)), though other interpretations

of the observed deviation of the MBR spectrum from Planckian

one cannot be unambiguously ruled out.

4. Summary

The basic conclusions of the present study can be summarized

as follows:

1. The equilibrium spectrum of universal CR protons is ana-

lyzed with account of possible deviation of the MBR spectrum

from the Planckian one in the submiliimeter range. The ree-n.il,>

revealed excess in the MBR spectrum in this wavelength range

results in a noticeable shift of the energy of black-body

cutoff in the proton differential spectrum. Instead of the

black-body cutoff at E^~(4.5 т 5) 10 " eV (depending on the

value of the index of production spectrum and Hubble constant)

one should expect a cutoff at the energy E ^(3.5 r- 4j*10'*
?
 eV.

Insofar as none of the EAS installations has revealed a break

of spectrum at such energies, we can claim that the experimen-

tal data, on ultrahigh-energy CR spectrum cannot be explained

(at least by CR protons) within a one-component universal CR

hypothesis.

2, CR spectra from local sources are studied and it is
«

shown that the continuous energy loss approximation fails for

this problem. In particular, the energy of black-body cutoff

turns out to be somewhat less than the corresponding value



obtained in continuous energy loss approximation. Besides, for
q

the CR propagation times t ^ 10
?
 years the bump preceding the

cutoff of spectrum becomes less pronounced.

As in case of equilibrium universal proton spectrum, the

account of the measured excess in the submillimeter range of

MBR spectrum leads to a noticeable shift of both the cutoff

and the bump towards the lower energy region. With account of
о

this effect for the CR propagation times t > 10"̂  years the

19
©nargy of black-body cutoff does not exceed E.. ~4-10 eV,

which contradicts the data of all the EAS installations

including the Ply's Eye. Moreover, owing to the excess of the

MBR spectrum in the submillimeter range the energy of black-

20
body cutoff turns out to be less than 10 eV even for the CR

propagation time t ~ 10 years. Hence, if the data of Haverah

Park and Voieano Ranch actually reflect the absence of CR

20
apactrum break up to the energy E ^ 10 eV, then with respect

| to sew data oa MBR spectrum we can claim that the CR propa-

gation time cannot essentially exceed t ~ 10 years. In case

;, uf rectilinear propagation of CR this time corresponds to the

Ц, distance to the aourc© *•* 30 Mpc, which is comparable to the

| characteristic size of the Local Super-cluster. Therefore, in

|; the presence of even a weak diffusion of CR in the intergalac-

% tic medium (which seems to be natural and follows from the

% observed level of anisotropy of CR) the characteristic scale

I of the capture region of UHE ( > 10
1
^ eV) turns out to be

I? too small, not exceeding a few Mpc, which seems to be rather

£;. problematic from any point of view.
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APPENDIX 1

Energy Lose Rate of Protons in the Field of

Photons of Comptonized Black-Body Radiation

The energy loss of protons in case of photon spectrum (14)

characterizing the black-body radiation comptonized by hot

electrons can be presented in the form:

where

• - — Т"
а
с(А1-2)

Having done a replacement of variables K/^--i/t «re have:

on
In the energy region E < 3-10 еУ the expression (A1-3)

somewhat simplifies, and Eq.(A1-1) can be written out in the

form:

г

o o

Following Ref. L111 , the cross section of the reaction



near the *hreahold £o ~
 1 45 MeV can be

presented in the form <$(.uTf)2r6'(U7f-£o) . Then for the proton
20energy loss in the region Б <* 3-10 eV we have

(A1-5)
I file exp 2Гч J-

Calculate the integral

using the saddle-point method.

Denote

At the saddle point we have

and hence

Рог low values of

4 -J

So, for 1^ we have

L : ~===r в (А1-11)



Finally, for the proton energy loss rate in the field of

comptonized black-body radiation in the energy region

5 10
 J
 < E< 3-10 eV we have a simple expression

where ~тт-| *
s е п е г

бУ loss rate of protons in the

black-body radiation field with pure Planckian distribution

( *fl - 0).

APPENDIX 2

The Proton Spectrum from the Local Source

with Account of Fluctuations in the

Photomeson Production Process

The kinetic equation (16) in the integral form can be

written as
t ,

FlEtt}--"kE)e:t/t+ W ' T W 1 ~*yCAFtE,o.

The solution of this equation we present in the form of an

iterative series:

-t/-t г , -it-t'j/z л

it-e Af\
 (
-

ь
Л)> (А2-2)

-t/t

where h
c
 I.E, i)-

(
v<

k
t)fe is the initial approximation for

the spectrum. For numerical calculations it is convenient to

pass to a new function ^lE,"t) using the replacement



Then for Vl£tt) we obtain a solution in the form

where the integral tern is

5A,5 ',T*Im W
i Л ! (tt.) > J

t s
 (A2-5)

A
}
 d i г*'

1 •«£/*.«[- ̂  i i- e*pi- i
}

20

In the energy region E < 3*10 eV the integral terra appro-

ximately nay be presented as follows:

where Zr , f are determined by expressions (10a), while

•Ze-i-HEc) (A2-7)

Then the solution for function ^(.G,t) can be presented

in the form



I

I*-

where

tj- ~Z(E/tS) (Л2-9)

Account of the MBR deviation from the Planckian spectrum

(in case of its approximation by the spectrum of comptonized

black-body radiation (14)) for the proton spectrum from the

local source can be carried out just like for the equilibrium

proton spectrum (see Appendix 1).
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Figure Captions

Fig.1. Differential spectra of protons from the local

source for the different CR propagation times

t marked near the curves. The index of the power-law

production spectrum of protons )j = 2.5; the MBR

spectrum is "pure
11
 Planckian. Solid curves refer to

the kinetic equation solution that takes into

account the catastrophic nature of the photomeson

production; dashed curves refer to the spectra

obtained in the continuous energy loss approximation.

Here and in the following Figures the proton

spectrum is normalized to the production spectrum:

Fig,2, Differential proton spectra for the values of CR

propagation paths in the intergalactic medium,

markod near the curves. Solid curves - a solution

of Шз kinetic equation that takes into account

the catastrophic nature of the photomeson production;

Quwea - spectra obtained iu the continuous

loas approximation; dots - spectra from

Ref, С101 , The proton production spectrum
¥

i index X a 3.

Fig,3» Differential proton apectra for the various values

of the comptonization parameter ^ of MBR spectrum

marked near the curves, a) T • 10^ years;

b) T * 10 years. The proton production spectrum

index X m 2.5.



Fig.4. Differential proton spectra for the values of CR
8 9

propagation time t • 3-10 years and 1Cr years»

Solid curves - Planckian distribution of MBR

spectrum; dashed - the comptonized black-body

spectrum of MBR with ty • 0.02» The proton production

spectrum index )/« 2,5,

Pig.5. Differential proton spectra for the propagation

time t • 3*10 years and for three values of the

proton production spectrum index, marked near the

curves. Solid curves - the Planckian spectrum of

MBR; dashed - the comptonized black-body spectrum of

MBR with 3 « 0.02,
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